Making a difference, working on international projects, taking
responsibility and still not following a dress code?
Welcome to Traveltainment, a company of the Amadeus IT Group SA
with about 14,000 employees worldwide. You see beyond the end of
your nose and are into further training?

Then you are exactly right for the leading provider of a global,
multichannel capable sales platform for travel services. The big
international travel portals like TUI, FTI, HolidayCheck and Expedia as
well as several thousand travel agencies rank among our customers.

To support our team,
we are looking for a

JAVA Developer (f/m)
in Hamburg or Würselen/Aachen

Malte B. from Aachen

Head of Department
Project Management
and skillfull football player

What you will do at our company
_ In our team you develop applications which form the interface
between the travel agencies/internet portals and tour operators.
_ You implement complex booking workflows.
_ To ensure quality you prepare and ensure automatic tests.
_ As a member of the agile DevOps organisation beside
development you take over responsibility for maintenance work
and use your knowledge for error analyses and bug fixing.

What you contribute to our company
_ You have at least four years of professional experience in
software development with Java.
_ Moreover, you are versed in dealing with the following
technologies: Linux/Unix, XML/XSLT, SOAP-/REST-Webservices
as well as MySQL and NoSQL databases.
_ Additionally you have been in touch with Docker and Continous
Deployment build environments.
_ As an internationally operating company we expect good German
as well as good English skills.

Why it is worthwhile for you to move to Traveltainment
_ As part of the Amadeus group, we work internationally with the
colleagues on joint projects.
_ We offer you the opportunity to do further training throughout
the group.
_ Help to actively create the way into the agile world.
_ Working time is a matter of trust at our company and
should be fun.
_ Stay as you are – instead of dress code, we offer individuality.
_ Exclusively for our employees, there are special offers around the
topics holiday, travelling, technology, fashion and many more.
What else? Also besides work, there are many options at our
company: Playing billiards or kicker, eating together in the canteen
or enjoying the sunshine on the terrace!
Wish for a change of scene, super nice colleagues and a varied
workplace? Then apply via our Online Portal or e-mail and shape the
future of travel with us. You find answers to your questions
concerning the application here

Kontakt: Traveltainment GmbH – Björn Schild – Carlo-Schmid-Str. 12 – 52146 Würselen – Tel.: +49 2405 4484-0 – talents@traveltainment.de

